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E-Z Prime “V”
Installation Instructions

1. Remove the reprime punch.
NOTICE FOR EARLY 600 JR AND 700 VERSAMEC (mid 70’s and before) MODELS: 
The hole in the turret for the reprime punch bolt is 1/4” diameter. Later the hole was enlarged to 1/2” diameter 
and a bushing was added to accommodate the addition of a primer feed.  If you have one of the older models, 
you will have to drill out the existing hole to 1/2”.  To provide the drill chuck clearance, work must be done with 
the handle in the “UP” position.  Use a block of wood about 6-5/8” long placed between the base plate and the 
turret to keep the turret from collapsing while drilling.  Exercise care when entering the drill into the existing hole 
and when breaking through to the other side.  Remove the burrs and chips.
2. Remove the support tube using a pliers.  Hold the knockout bushing and loosen the lock nut (459A).
3. Insert the enclosed reprime punch (286*) through the hole in the turret and place the hole of the prim-

er feed mounting bracket over the threaded end of the punch.  Thread the lock nut on to the reprime 
punch finger tighten to hold the punch and bracket in place.  Pivot the slot of the primer feed mounting 
bracket under the nut of the knockout bushing.  The finger of the actuator bracket should be resting on 
top of the crimp die.   Tighten both lock nuts holding the reprime punch and knock out bushing.  Re-
place the support tube.

NOTE: Make sure the finger of the actuating bracket does not come in contact with the nut on the crimp die.  To 
check for this, lower the handle to the bottom of the stroke and raise the crimp die (see Figure 2 next page.)

KIT CONTAINS:
(1)  285A3 TRAY ASSEMBLY
(1)  285A4 BRACKET ASSEMBLY
(1)  286* REPRIME PUNCH
(1)  459A LOCK NUT
(1)  8099  FLANGE NUT (ONLY ON THE SIZEMASTER)
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5. Remove the wingnut (304F) from the underside of the tray.  Slide the tube of the tray over the top of 
the reprime punch.  Push tray down so the stud on the underside of the tray goes though the hole in 
the primer feed mounting bracket.  Secure the tray using the 304F Wingnut.  

6. Depress the trip lever (285D). Anchor the chain in the slot at the top of the trip lever between the fourth 
and fifth beads and release lever.  Under normal conditions with the handle in the UP position, the 
return chain (285R) is taut without placing extension spring (285Q) under tension.  When the handle is 
depressed and a shell is in the crimp die, the chain will become slack, allowing the pickup arm to make 
its complete travel to bring a primer over the hole in the tray. 

7. Remove/Open primer feed cover.  Place primer container face down on tray.  Slide out the sleeve of the 
container to the back, leaving liner and primers on the tray.  Carefully lift the liner up allowing primers 
to remain on the tray, replace/close cover.

8. The operation of the primer feed can be confirmed by placing a loaded shell at the final crimping sta-
tion.  A primer should be placed in the primer seating assembly when the handle reaches the bottom 
of the stroke.

TIP: Periodically wipe the primer tray surface using furniture polish or a silicone cloth to keep primers sliding 
smoothly.
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